Middle School Studio Lesson

Artistic
License
Donna Goodwin
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Group Collaboration
Students started by drawing with
a color pencil on paper, then they
were told to stop after a few seconds.
They passed the paper to the person
on their right and each student then
added to the drawing. Once the drawing got back to the original artist, he
or she explained to the table what
it was “supposed” to be. This was a
great way for students to get to know
one another, and it also forced them
to use creativity to conclude the artwork and require use of their “artistic
license.” The finished pieces became
the backgrounds for their licenses.
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Getting Personal
On the back of their drawings, students listed three or four things that
described them. Ideas included: your
personality, what you don’t like, what
you do like, how your friends would
describe you, what story your friends
would tell about you, what rules do
you follow, what rules do you break,
etc.
While students were working, I
took a digital photo to be used as
their artistic license photograph.
After school I scanned all of their
background images into my computer, loaded their photos, and saved
all of them to a USB flash drive.
Digital Composition
The next day, we met in the computer
lab so I could move their backgrounds
and photos from my portable memory
to their individual files. Students
were also learning to use PowerPoint
in their technology classes, so this
was the perfect place for the two
classes to work together. Each student
opened up a new PowerPoint slide

and changed the page setup from
portrait to landscape. They inserted
their background image onto the
slide and adjusted the size to make
it fit the page. On top of the background images, students placed their
photographs and adjusted the size to
be about the proportion of a driver’s
license photo in the top-right corner.
In the top left-hand of the background image, students inserted a
text box and typed the phrase, “Artistic License,” and below that, their
names. Students were free to choose
any size and type of font. At the bottom of the background image, students inserted another text box and
typed in the personal descriptors they
had decided upon earlier.
A License to Create
Once finished, each PowerPoint page
was saved and then printed in color at
30% of its size. You can change the
size of the printing by choosing the
printing effects tab under the print
setup menu. You can print several
images on one page to save paper and
ink.

Once the images were printed, I
laminated them and gave them to
students to carry in their wallets
like a driver’s license. I have a business card-sized laminator that works
great to laminate them one at a time.
School laminators work fine if you
laminate the cards beside each other
in one big sheet and then cut them
out individually.
Now my students have tangible
proof of a license to create!
Donna Jackson Goodwin teaches art at
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Students use visual structures and
functions of art to communicate
ideas.
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